
CHAPTER 7 -- STRONG BACK.  SOFT FRONT.  WILD HEART 

148, bo(om.  One thing she kind of skips past here.  It is well to make the journey to find courage and 
vulnerability.  But then…..it is all too easy to lose them or misplace them too.  I think we can be very well 
served if we find ways or come up with ways to *renew* courage.  And *renew* vulnerability. 

149-150, I like how she’s built up to this, where she now repeats the BRAVING list but adds the 
“challenge” part because we are now ready to fit that part into what she’s been teaching.  At the same 
Qme, her definiQonal challenges don’t have to be ours.  We might each instead develop our own 
challenge for each of the list. 

150 middle.  There’s only one person who needs to approve of you.  And that’s you.  It’s a bit simplisQc 
and you don’t want that to come at the cost of hermiQficaQon or being a recluse, but it’s the core. 

151, this idea of “discomfort” charts close to what Robin DiAngelo dealt with in White Fragility 

151 bo(om – 152, see leading Oscar contender movie Nomadland, which is a li(le about this.  If you 
want a different ending, write a different story. 

152, bo(om, I spoke about my own thought, which some of you have had and which has been echoed 
by a number of rabbis, that Jacob was wrestling with himself—with the person he wanted to be vs. the 
person he knew he ought to be.  It is a[er this that his name is changed to “Israel”---and that he 
transcends from an individual to the avatar of a people and community and naQon. 

154, top, “when we let people take our vulnerability or fill us with their hate, we turn over our enKre 
life to them”.  For me, this is probably the hardest-hi\ng line in the enQre book, the one that I will 
remember best. 

154, middle, not comfortable with emoQons.  I want to tackle this with two loosely connected Chronicles 
entries, one long ago and one from a few years ago.  The second one will explain why I’m so into this 
book: 

“I’ve said before that I’m very tactile with my friends.  Almost all friends receive an embrace.  A 
real one.  And almost universally, until they’ve “gotten used” to me and gotten to know me very 
well, there is an initial pulling-back by the friend.  An element of surprise.  And then, sometimes, 
a very fierce return hug.  And this fills me with ineffable sadness.  Why?  Because I wonder why 
that kind of display of affection is so stupidly rarefied.  Why on earth have people subscribed so 
willingly and completely to the mantra of expressionlessness---maybe even emotionlessness.  
Humans, most of us, are built to support each other, to succour each other.  For me, hugging is a 
perfectly natural reinforcement of these feelings I have for my friends.  Yet it’s like a foreign 
language to them----are they worried I’m wanting to get into the sack with them?  Are they 
worried about displaying wanton embraces in public?  Are they worried about letting their guard 
down too much?  All I know is I seem to be doing a lot of educating in a field that everyone 
should already have a master’s degree.  And it costs nothing.  My closer friends have learned 
and I think they do enjoy it….now…. 

*****************************************************************  



I have had the chance to spend more than normal 1me with new Companions Lynn and Jon, in part for 
difficult reasons---the wai1ng for Lynn’s mom and Jon’s mom to pass and their actual passing.  One thing 
I really admire about them is their shared ability to see the good---and even the humourous---in the bad.  
But more than that, I admire and even treasure their willingness to be vulnerable.  It makes them both 
very human.  And I hate to say this, but this “being more human” is something I am seeing in fewer and 
fewer humans.  It’s more than the unconscious inconsidera1on that I’ve talked about before as a 
concomitant of Genera1on Text.  It is almost more than the aspira1on of so many to expressionlessness 
and emo1onlessness that I’ve also talked about.  It’s people entering siege mentality, puJng walls 
around themselves—mostly unconsciously.  Maybe that’s some kind of auto-immune response to how 
public so much of everyone’s life is now with Facebook, LinkedIn, TwiNer and the ability of anyone to find 
out a ton of stuff about you with just a couple of clicks and keystrokes.  Look.  Vulcans have many 
admirable quali1es.  But so do humans.  And humans shouldn’t try to be Vulcans.  All my Companions are 
willing to be “vulnerable” with me—to be open with me.  It’s something that’s very important to my 
rela1onship with them. It is the ONLY way to a deeper rela1onship with any of my friends. 

156  Ahhh, bringing meaning to life.  See my journal entry as my note to page 33.  And I’ll add another 
Chronicles entry to go with it here: 

I have been thinking about having meaning to your life and….pursuing….meaninglessness in 
your life. My friend Jay, he’s not everybody’s cup of tea.  He can come across as mildly abrasive, 
rude and arrogant.  He’s not—not really—and if you’re his friend, there’s preNy much nothing he 
wouldn’t do for you.  In some ways, he’s more openly honest than many people.  We had a 
discussion once, a really thoughYul and respecYul one, and he declaimed quite firmly that he 
does not believe life has any meaning.  That does not prevent him from enjoying his life—with 
good food, good wine, s1mula1ng conversa1on and many a friendship. 

The thing is, ac1vely looking to live a life without meaning, that’s hard work too, I think.  
Because I think it goes against some basic human impera1ves---to have purpose (or, geJng 
further into the weeds, to have my first defini1on of “faith”) and, yet again, to “have a place to 
know and to know one’s place”.  Ahhh, but what exactly comprises a life with meaning?  Isn’t 
that different for every person?  So in trying to steer through the stormy seas of impressions, 
other people’s percep1ons, other people’s expecta1ons and other people’s behaviours….not to 
men1on an individual’s own fluctua1ng emo1ons, it is o_1mes hard to see the shoreline of 
meaning.  Maybe looking to subscribe to a life without meaning is a form of escapism and a 
place of safety for some people.  Here’s the funny part.  At 1mes, *I* do think that Jay lives a life 
of meaning.  It’s almost a sort of selfish viewpoint, because our interac1ons help add meaning to 
*my* life, to---some1mes—make me a beNer me by making me think about stuff or act in a 
certain way that may be a beNer way.  People are fond of saying life is complicated.  Maybe this 
is the fundamental core of why that statement seems to hold some truth. 

157, we had an interesQng Qme in last week’s breakout room trying to define privilege.  I took a shot at 
it---it is something I have that I haven’t earned.  Joan challenged me on that, and rightly so, staQng that 
she has lots of things that she hasn’t earned (e.g. gi[s from people).  I won’t go into a philosophical tug-
of-war on that one but I would defer to her view and really like her added gloss---that privilege is 
something I have that I take for granted.  Privilege, too, is a central feature of the White Fragility book. 

Would be useful to drop back to The Book of Joy and see what it has to say about this part. 



158, she’s really talking about JUDGMENT which is the armoured front of approval. 

159, know they are loved and know they are loveable.  It is *such* a thin Qghtrope between those ideas 
and “loving being loved”, which is when you lose your fooQng and tumble into the abyss.  Why?  Because 
the interacQon of love changes from being grateful for it to feeling enQtled to it.  From discovering it to 
expecQng it.  My sQckie which is sQll on my laptop a[er some 5 or 6 months says this: 

DON’T EXPECT 
DON’T REQUIRE 
DON’T ASSUME 
DO THE WORK 

160, “If I get to be me, I belong.  If I have to be like you, I fit in.”  Wow, another award-winner!  One of 
*the* abiding quotes I’ve carried with me for about 15 years came from the head administrator of the 
Toronto Children’s Chorus at the Qme.  Heather said this at the first board meeQng I a(ended.  “Never 
underesQmate what children can do”.   

160 bo(om, the kids’ list.  I really waffled on whether to include this entry---it’s one of the very few of 
my journal entries where I’m categorically judgmental.  But I have come to trust and respect you all, and 
so I will be…ummm…a li(le bit vulnerable and share this (this is from quite some Qme ago): 

“Any parent who makes their kid the avatar of their own unfulfilled dream(s) has fundamentally 
failed as a parent.  First, it is crushing the child's own choices, desires or wants and suffocating 
them in the parent's expectations.  And, heaven forefend...what if the child succeeds?  No matter 
how proud the parent is, their feelings will be flavoured with bitterness---that their child 
succeeded where they did not and that they weren't good enough themselves to accomplish what 
their kid did. Yuck.  

Now, this is *very* different from wanting a better life for your kid and a successful life for your 
kid.  Absolutely, *that* should be fostered to the nth degree.  But that has to be done with a fair 
degree of finesse and delicacy and, yes, empathy, to ensure that the child's self-determination 
plays some kind of part.  And I'll tell you---NO ONE is immune.   

I've been very fortunate that my parents have always supported my choices and let me find my 
own path.  And yet even my father, who I hold above the angels in regard, I see him cuss and 
fume when his grandson does not fare well on the tennis court.  Now granted, most of that is 
because he's not putting forth the right kind of effort (OK, yes, he'll get lazy or play down to his 
competition or take points off), but *I* want first and foremost for Gabriel to enjoy his time in 
tournaments---and if he isn't, then don't make him play in them. 

161, top.  She and I seem to be in general accord. 

IF I HAVE TO PICK ONE LEARNING AMONG MANY FROM THIS BOOK, IT WILL BE THIS, WHICH COMES TO 
ME RIGHT AT THE END.  I HAVE TO, WANT TO, EMBRACE THAT I AM INADEQUATE TO MY WORLD.  



BECAUSE IF I EVER FEEL ADEQUATE TO MY WORLD, THAT IS THE MOMENT THAT I BEGIN TO STOP 
CARING ABOUT IT. AND I HAVE TO CARE ABOUT THE WORLD, MORE THAN EVER BEFORE. 

My other learning.  Offer your greatest vulnerability to those who protect-without-recompense----to 
those who will protect you and require nothing in return.  

I am deeply thankful to have had the opportunity to read this book and, more, to share the learning of it 
in virtual-live with all of you.  Mahalo nui loa! 


